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edit a collection of essays by the late Dr.
on
There is a solid and growing interest in Mises
and the school of economics he did so much to develop: what is
called the Austrian school of economics.
I believe a significant
new market exists for such an introduction.
.. Though in some ways obscure, Dr. Mises has been a maJor
force in transforming much of the way we think about economics.
Ir• §~~~2n:a, Hem"'y Hazlitt described Mises as "the gt"'eatest
analytical economist of his generation.
He has also been one of
this century's ablest champions of private enterprise and the
free market. "
Mises' influence on some of the most famous European and
American economists is well-known.
Now, his thought is having an
increasing impact on new generations of economists and students.
As professor Israel Kirzner of New York University has written:
"tc• the ferrner.t and sense of excitemer.t r.ow evider.t in the
resurgence of interest in this Austrian perspective, Mises'
cor.tributior.s have been crucial ar•d decisive."
There is no general introduction to Mises' work which covers
the breadth of his many contributions to economics and social
thought while being neither too simple nor too complex.
ID~
~§§~n£~_Qf_~!§~§ would provide such an introduction geared for an
audience which would include educated laypeople and students.
I would write short introductions of one or two pages to
each of the sections of the book, and I would prepare a short
armc•tated biblic•graphy.
1 wc•uld also contact the copyright
holders for rights to the excerpts chosen.
In addition to my work, I would endeavor to get a foreword
from Mrs. Margit von Mises whom I know fairly well.
Her comments
would add a very nice touch to the collection.
I would also try
to get an introduction from a well-known scholar.
The most
obvious choice would be Nobel prize winner Friedrich von Hayek,
but because of his age and frail health, that may not be
possible.
In any case, there are a number of other possibilities
(including Henry Hazlitt, Dr. Israel Kirzner, Dr. Hans Sennholz,
etc.).
Finally, on the basis of the suggestions provided below,
I would be available to help with the m~~keting of the book.
I envision a book of approximately 256 pages in both cloth
and paper, and published to coincide with Universe Books'
publication of Eamonn Butler's intellectual biography of Mises.

No single introductory work can f u lly s ub stitute for reading
the full-length books on specific topic s.
I n that sense, I see
Ib§_g§§§n£§_Qf_~!§§§ as a starting point wh ich would lead readers
to these more advanced works.
They would come away from Ib§
~§§§D£§_Qf _ ~!§§§ with both a good general grasp of his work and
with an understanding of his special ins i gh ts, but without overly
simplified arguments or an imposing web o f comp l ex details.
Selections would not necessarily be chronological.
Rather ,
within each section, I would endeavo r t o go from the general,
basic and individual <in keeping with Mi ses' methodological
individualism) to the broader, more como le x and society- wide
aspects of his work.
Any selection from a person's work i s nec essarily
subJective, and rightly so.
I would use tn e points made above as
criteria in my choices.
In addition, I wil l contact about ten
individuals with deep interest in Mises f o r their suggestions and
comments.
In this way, the selections s ho u l d be as
representative as possible and include the maJor pieces.
Selections would be grouped under a series of seven or eight
section headings corresponding to the maJor themes in Mises'
work.
I would keep the editorial apparatus to a minimum: n o
more than two pages would begin each section by making the
necessary connections between individual selections and between
the other sections.
I would try, to the extent possible, to
include full selections and avoid excessively short ones or
selections made up of many parts of a long piece.
At the end of
the book, there would be a short annotated bibliography on the
importance of reading Mises.
I do Y1C•t believe that a bc•c•k like this r1eeds ar, ir1dex.
If
necessary, the conte~ts page could be annotated to help readers.
The following list of sections and page counts are merely
suggestive.
They are subJect to complete revision, but they give
a very preliminary look at how the book might be organized.

ROUGH TABLE OF CONTENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------Section Title

I.

II.

Pages

Ft"ont Matter
(including foreword & introduction>
Historical Background
Con the Austrian School and th~ anticapitalistic mentality>
The Nature of Economics
<methodological individualism, subJective value,
praxeology, economics as a whole system, etc.>

12
15

40

page
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Money and the Business Cycle
30
(integrating the theory of money with economics
in general and explaining the causes of depressions>
The Free Market
40
IV.
Chow the market system works and best serves
consumers, the price system, savings, etc. )
The Impossibility of Socialism
30
v.
<the famous calculation debate, etc.>
Interventionism
35
VI.
(govt. intervention can only lead to more
controls, central planning controls people>
A System of Natural Liberty
30
VI I.
(liberalism, international peace, civil liberties,
and limited government>
20
VII I. The Prospects for Liberty
(our responsibilities, and what can be done>
Bibliography
4
III.

Tc•tal Pages

256

B.!Btli§
There are only three or four maJor copyright holders for
Mises' work.
With one exception, they tend to be committed to
Mises' perspective.
Since this proJect would significantly
expand the audience for Mises' ideas, I do not anticipate
problems getting rights.
It is always possible, however, that
some copyright holders might feel that only they could put
together a good collection.
Dr they may feel that a collection
would cannibalize their sales <though I believe that Itl~-~§§~D£~
Qf_~.!§~§ would increase their sales and extend the influence of
Mises' writings in general>.
Mrs. von Mises' support would probably eliminate any
potential problems along these lines.
And I believe my contacts
would open doors.
I also think a number of things can be done to
insure that this book both appears to be and actually will be
helpful to their sales as well.
<For instance, the bibliography
should make purchasing the full works as easy as possible by
including title, publisher, address, and price>.
Initially I would try to get rights for no fee.
There might
be a few crucial cases where fees would be necessary so some kind
of arrangement for apportioning such fees should be agreed upon.
There are enough alternative choices possible that I could
probably work around any insurmountable ~roblem.
My guess is
that in most cases the copyright holder has all English language
rights, so I would also try to get UK rights to facilitate a
co-publishing arrangement with an English publisher.
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I propose to do this work for an advance of $2,000 against
an appropriate royalty rate.
The advance could be paid one-third
on signing, one-third upon delivery, and one-third upon
publication.
And we should reach an agreement on how to handle
right fees if there are any.

Of course, collections in and of themselves can be difficult
to sell.
The main attraction of Ib~-~§§~D£~_Qf_~!§~§ is that, in
one volume, the reader would get the only really complete general
introduction to the thought of Ludwig von Mises.
Thus it would
be important to position this as much as possible as the
indispensable first source.
The foreword, introduction, and good
promotional blurbs would certainly help.
The natural tie-in with
Eamonn Butler's book is important (and I will consult with him
about selections).
The book would be particularly attractive to the growing
number of newcomers to the subJect <academic or otherwise>.
I
also suspect that there are a lot of potential readers who know a
little about Mises and would be interested in this kind of
introduction as a short-cut to reading the 540 pages of §es!~!!am
or 885 pages of ~~m~n_8£i!2D·
Regular bookstore outlets would not be the maJor market
for Ibg_~~~gnsg_Qf_M!~g~.
I believe that the maJor markets would
be through libertarian/conser~ative organizations, college
courses interested in Mises and the Austrian School of economics,
and a variety of financial publications and organizations
interested in Mises' work.
Bulk sales to the organizations
themselves, ads in their publications, or mailing~ to their lists
are all possibilities worth exploring.
b!Q~~t~~!~nL£QD~~~Y~t!yg_Q~s~n!£~l!Qna

I suspect that advance orders or bulk orders could be
received from organizations like the following:
* The Conservative Book Club
* The Ludwig von Mises Institute
* The Foundation for Economic Education
* Laissez-Faire Books
* The Institute for Humane Studies
* Free Forum Books
* Palo Alto Books
There are similar organizations in the UK: like the Adam Smith
Institute, The Institute for Economic Affairs and The Alternative
Bookshop.
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There are more and more economics courses that are
taught from an Austrian perspective.
There are specifically
Austrian programs at a number of colleges and universities, like
George Mason University and New York University.
There are also
many individual courses taught with a free market and Austrian
bent.
The Institute for Humane Studies has a pretty good list of
professors teaching such courses.
Einen£iel_en9_~Her9=m2n§~~-2rQeni~2~i2na

There has always been a great deal of interest in Mises
in various sectors of the financial community.
This ranges from
Ib§_~ell_§~r§§~_JQYrnel <which has often had articles about him>
and ~errQn~§ (publisher Robert Bleiberg considers himself an
Austrian>, tc• · r•Limerous small so-called "hard-mc•r.ey" c•rgani zat ic•ns
like The Committee for Monetary Research and Education.
In one
way or another, all of these represent potential markets
themselves or have readers and members who are good prospects.
Bgyi§~§

There are a number of publications which would most
likely run reviews.
They include:
* Reason
* Humar• Ever.t s
* The Freemar.
* Mc•der•n Age
* The Intercollegiate Review
* Critical Review
* dozens of financial newsletters and magazines
* small economics newsletters and magazines
There are also a number of reviewers who have contacts
with maJor review media like Ib§_~ell_§ir§§~_JQYrnel, ~errQD~§,
and E2r~Yn§.
These are all possibilities, if somewhat remote.

Iiming
If this proposal is accepted, I will proceed on additional
background work.
By June, I will know my own schedule better and
will then be able to give a firm completion dat•.
In any case,
as soon as you have a publication date for the Butler book, I can
hurry the proJect or slow it down to make sure that it will be
published at the same time.

Charles H. Hamilton
Apr i 1 11, 1986
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